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ABSTRACT
Monocular Depth Estimation is usually treated as a supervised and regression 

problem when it actually is very similar to semantic segmentation task since they 

both are fundamentally pixel-level classification tasks. We applied depth 

increments that increases with depth in discretizing depth values and then 

applied Deeplab v2 [1] and the result was higher accuracy. We were able to 

achieve a state-of-the-art result on the KITTI dataset [2] and outperformed 

existing architecture by an 8% margin

Conclusion
We've been able to demonstrate how a depth estimation task can be formulated 

as a semantic segmentation problem since the two tasks are fundamentally just 

pixel-level classification tasks at the core. Simply discretizing the depth map 

and treating the binned depths as classes and applying a state-of-the-art 

semantic segmentation network can produce a result that outperforms existing 

results.

Table 1: Performance on KITTI. K is KITTI, CS is Cityscapes. 1.25, 1.252 and 1.253 are pre-defined 

thresholds for Accuracy under threshold metric (d)

BENCHMARK PERFORMANCE

FURTHER RESEARCH
In the future, we would investigate domain gaps in monocular depth maps 

estimation and apply class balanced self training to attempt to reduce the 

gap.
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BENCHMARK METRICS

METHODS

FIGURE 2: Deeplab [1] . An input image is passed through a Deep Convolutional Neural 

Network(DCNN) such as ResNet101, using atrous convolution to reduce downsampling. The score 

map output is then interpolated for upsampling to original image resolution. Low-level details are 

finally incorporated with the final result through a pre-processing step of fully connected conditional 

random field (CRF)

FIGURE 3: UD (middle) and SID (bottom) to discretize depth interval [a, b] into sub intervals di where 

i = 0, 1,2,...K and K = number of class. UD is Uniform Discretization, SID is spatially increasing 

interval discretization

where di in d0, d1,..., dK are depth interval boundaries.

RESULT

FIGURE 1: Depth Predictions on KITTI}. The Image on the left column,

ground truth in the middle and our model prediction on the right.

The color bar below shows the range of depths. Blue is nearer.


